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Is smoking, alcohol, drugs, food, gambling, the Internet, or sex addiction holding you back from

getting what you want most—in work and in love? We’re all addicted to something—but when

the crutch gets in the way of living a happy and productive life, it must stop. Over the past

twenty-five years, renowned addiction therapist Dr. Frederick Woolverton has used his

dynamic, empathetic approach to help thousands of addicts achieve long-term recovery—

including himself. He sees the specific habit as less important than the underlying chaos and

fear that motivate the urge to sooth ourselves with bad habits. The solution, he has found,

requires only a better understanding of yourself and a change in attitude. Unhooked: How To

Quit Anything is an intelligent, readable, and actionable guide to conquering any addictive

habit. Using real patient examples as well as research and his own experience, Dr. Woolverton

and coauthor (and former patient) Susan Shapiro show how to thrive without self-medicating.

The approach involves an unorthodox blend of straightforward changes to behavior and open

and honest conversation with another person. Woolverton’s specific instructions do not require

an expensive therapist, rehab, 12-step program, or a higher power (but he does make readers

aware of those viable options). Let him help you kick your addiction and find what’s missing in

your world. When you conquer a toxic habit, you are leaving room for something more beautiful

to take its place.

“Doctor and former patient join forces in this guide to kicking addiction, from heroin to

shopping. Woolverton, founder and director of the Village Institute for Psychotherapy, has

worked with addicts for 25 years. Even as a successful and self-aware professional, it was

when he quit smoking that he gained crucial insight: “I had to let myself suffer, figure out where

it was coming from, and figure out what that pain was trying to tell me.” The importance of

taking those steps in that order is emphasized throughout; Woolverton bolsters his argument

by noting that’s why 12-step programs work. Addicts “need to be told to stop right now or they

might die”; afterward, self-exploration supports lasting recovery. Former patient and coauthor

Shapiro can attest to this: 10 years ago, Woolverton helped her quit alcohol, marijuana, and

cigarettes. She’s since discovered a passion for writing and published seven books. Her

example and other case studies illustrate how Woolverton’s approach has worked for real

people—and Woolverton’s willingness to share his own personal struggles add authenticity.

Those stories and their positive message, combined with the authors’ concrete steps for

identifying destructive behaviors and seeking help, make for a valuable, hopeful

read.” (Publishers Weekly) --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.ReviewDoctor

and former patient join forces in this guide to kicking addiction, from heroin to shopping.

Woolverton, founder and director of the Village Institute for Psychotherapy, has worked with

addicts for 25 years. Even as a successful and self-aware professional, it was when he quit

smoking that he gained crucial insight: I had to let myself suffer, figure out where it was coming

from, and figure out what that pain was trying to tell me. The importance of taking those steps

in that order is emphasized throughout; Woolverton bolsters his argument by noting that s why

12-step programs work. Addicts need to be told to stop right now or they might die ; afterward,

self-exploration supports lasting recovery. Former patient and coauthor Shapiro can attest to

this: 10 years ago, Woolverton helped her quit alcohol, marijuana, and cigarettes. She s since

discovered a passion for writing and published seven books. Her example and other case



studies illustrate how Woolverton s approach has worked for real people and Woolverton s

willingness to share his own personal struggles add authenticity. Those stories and their

positive message, combined with the authors concrete steps for identifying destructive

behaviors and seeking help, make for a valuable, hopeful read. --This text refers to an alternate

kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorSusan Shapiro became addicted to her shrink—Dr.

Woolverton—when he helped her quit twenty-seven-year smoking and drinking habits and start

writing successfully. Her work has appeared in the New York Times, Washington Post, Los

Angeles Times, Newsweek, and People, and on Salon.com. She is the author of seven books,

including Five Men Who Broke My Heart, Speed Shrinking (currently optioned for films), and

the memoir, Lighting Up, about her successful addiction therapy. She is a journalism professor

who teaches the popular “instant gratification takes too long” writing method at the New

School, New York University, and in private workshops and seminars. Visit her at

www.susanshapiro.net. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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UNHOOKED“Addiction is one of the most fearsome challenges to happiness. Unhooked is

crammed with insights and practical strategies to help you conquer addiction—whether you’re

addicted to drugs, alcohol, cigarettes, shopping, video games, exercising, or diet soda—and to

help you gain your freedom and a happier life.” —Gretchen Rubin, author of The Happiness

Project, #1 New York Times bestseller.“ Unhooked offers new, powerful yet simple strategies to

help you break free from the stranglehold of drugs, alcohol, food, gambling, smoking and other

self-sabotage. Dr. Woolverton’s personal odyssey and compelling client stories make it a great

read. More importantly, his insights make the book an invaluable tool to regain control of your

life.”—Diana Kirschner, PhD, psychologist, author of bestseller Love in 90 Days and Sealing the

Deal.“One of life’s great paradoxes is that the barriers to improvement are internal. Why do we

have so much trouble making good choices? In Unhooked, a user’s manual to improve your

life, Frederick Woolverton draws upon his decades of experience helping people to teach us

how to change for the better. An insightful, practical, and fun guide to self-improvement and

happiness.”—Terry Burnham, PhD, Harvard economics professor and coauthor of Mean

Genes: From Sex to Money to Food: Taming Our Primal Instincts.“What most impresses me

about Fred Woolverton’s addiction theories is his unapologetic demand that the patients face,

experience, and tolerate their own suffering. It’s a very spiritual position. You don’t get that

insight just by being a reformed addict. In addition to being a smart, well-trained, gifted

therapist, Woolverton has the wisdom that can only be gained by deep early suffering. Luckily,

he shares that hard-won wisdom with his patients and readers.”—John D. Gartner, PhD,

assistant professor of psychiatry at Johns Hopkins and author of The Hypomanic Edge and In

Search of Bill Clinton: A Psychological Biography.“A highly personal and compelling read.

Unhookedtakes the most complex subject in mental health—addictions—and puts forth a new

treatment paradigm without applying a one-size-fits-all approach.”—Vatsal Thakkar, MD,

director of the graduate medical education Wellness team at NYU Medical Center, and author

of the textbooks Addiction and Depression and Bipolar Disorder.“In a wise, engaging, first-

person voice filled with empathy and humor, Unhooked offers brilliant, insightful, and inventive

tactics on how to conquer the bad habits keeping you from getting what you want.” —Karen

Salmansohn, bestselling author of How to Be Happy Dammit and The Bounce Back Book: How

to Thrive In the Face of Adversity, Setbacks and Losses.‘‘Unhooked’s intelligent, incisive plan

will provide a straight shot (as long as it’s not whiskey) to success.”—Wendy Shanker, author of

The Fat Girl’s Guide to Life and Are You My Guru!“Millions of Americans who are hooked on



sugar, caffeine, diet foods, texting, emailing, painkillers, pornography, overeating, bulimia, and

other unhealthy habits need Unhooked. This empowering book from veteran addiction

specialist Dr. Frederick Woolverton compassionately guides addicts on a journey of self-

discovery so that they can finally overcome the counterproductive behaviors that distract and

prevent them from getting what they really want.”—Connie Bennett, author of Sugar Shock:

How Sweets and Simple Carbs Can Derail Your Life.“ Unhooked makes the solution to the

grave problem of addiction very accessible, taking the embarrassment out of it. It’s fascinating

when an effective therapist explains his approach. The book makes you want to see Dr.

Woolverton. His spirit and optimism perfuse every page.” —Dr. Mary Pressman, child

psychiatrist and assistant clinical professor at Mount Sinai Medical Center.“Unhooked is

great.The world really needs this book!”—Sherene Schostak, MA, Jungian psychoanalyst and

author of Surviving Saturn’s Return: Overcoming the Most Tumultuous Time of Your Life.TO

BOB COOK,with gratitudeAUTHOR’S NOTEMany former and current patients and colleagues

generously granted me permission to use their stories in this book for the purpose of helping

others overcome similar addictions. I have changed names, dates, and identifying

characteristics for literary cohesion and to protect their privacy.CONTENTSIntroduction: Dr.

Frederick Woolverton’s Personal and Professional ConnectionChapter 1 Is Your Habit

Addictive?: Caffeine, Web SurfingChapter 2 Write to Find Out What You Think: Anorexia,

Social Functions & DysfunctionsChapter 3 Learn to Rely on People, Not Substances:

Cigarettes, Alcohol, SugarChapter 4 How to Cultivate Core Pillars: Ecstasy, Extreme

SportsChapter 5 Feelings Misinform: Cocaine, Sex & ShoppingChapter 6 Understanding How

Addicts Think: Hallucinogenic Drugs & StealingChapter 7 Commit to Stopping One Addiction at

a Time: Promiscuity & AlcoholChapter 8 The Secrets of Soft Habits: Binge EatingChapter 9

The Hidden Perils of All Addictions: CigarettesChapter 10 Learn How to Suffer Well:

Overeating, CigarettesChapter 11 The Importance of the Right Social Life: Painkillers & Food

AddictionChapter 12 Quitting An Addiction Everyone Loves (and Encourages):

GamblingChapter 13 Beware the Substance Shuffle: Piercings, Tattoos, OxycodoneChapter 14

Why An Addict Needs Rules to Live By: OverexercisingChapter 15 Chipping the Edge off

Narcissism: PornographyChapter 16 Switch to Healthy Substitutes: Surviving Bulimia &

AlcoholismChapter 17 The Realities of Relapse: Crack & CrimeChapter 18 The Dangers of

Addiction Therapy: Alcohol, ViolenceChapter 19 Staying Clean and Careful Forever:

RecoveryChapter 20 Keep Holiday “Cheer” From Turning HarmfulChapter 21 The Problem with

Depending on PeopleAcknowledgmentsAbout the AuthorsINTRODUCTIONDr. Frederick

Woolverton’s Personal and Professional ConnectionTreating addicts has never been just about

work, scientific data, or abstract theories for me. I am particularly sensitive to both the literal

and the hidden repercussions of addiction because as a child I was severely traumatized by an

alcoholic parent.Growing up, my siblings and I used to spend holidays at my grandparents’

house in Glen Cove, Long Island. I recall a lot of drinking, smoking, and laughing. Although it

was the fifties, it seemed Great Gatsby-like. One Christmas when I was ten years old, my two

brothers and I were included in the big family soiree. My mother, Mary, a dark-haired actress

who looked beautiful that night in a satin blue dress and pearls, drank several mint juleps in a

row, as she often did. Made of bourbon, sugar, and ice and garnished with sprigs of mint, mint

juleps were her favorite drink. Early in the evening she seemed relaxed and happy, her face

glowing as she told me, “You look so nice tonight, Freddy. Do you want to open some of your

presents early?” This was an uncharacteristically warm offer from a mother who was usually

strict, severe, and cold.As the evening wore on, she followed her cocktails with glasses of red

wine. I noticed her face was getting more red and flushed as it always did when she kept



drinking. Afterwards I was eager to help her clean up, bringing leftover food and glasses back

into the kitchen. As I handed her a dish, she spun around and out of the blue snapped, “You

are nothing! You are no good! You are just like your father. You will never amount to anything!”

The sudden change in her demeanor shocked me.Although my mother had been drinking ever

since I could remember, this was the first time I became aware of how alcohol could change

someone’s personality so dramatically. From warm and attentive, she became disturbed and

enraged beyond reason. At that moment, I was amazed by the power that liquor could have. My

mother continued to drink and to be physically and emotionally abusive throughout the rest of

my childhood and teenage years. When I was fourteen, I wasn’t surprised when I found out

that my parents were getting divorced.As a nineteen-year-old college sophomore, I was asked

to testify at a custody trial for my ten-year-old sister, my youngest sibling. I did not yet realize

this would make me part of the ongoing warfare that had taken over my parents’ lives and that

their children had become pawns in their battle. In order to protect my sister, I told the truth

about my mother’s alcoholism. Our family’s unspoken rule was that nobody was ever allowed to

mention it, especially in public. Enraged that I had humiliated her, my mother told me that day

that she would never talk to me again. Her decision was swift and final. She cut off all contact

and we didn’t speak for more than thirty years. During that time I heard from relatives that she

continued to drink into her eighties. I was a first-hand witness to the havoc and trauma that an

addiction can wreak on an entire family.Although genetic links underlying addictions have been

well documented, alcohol never appealed to me much. After one night of doing tequila shots

with college classmates, when I became so drunk I wound up violently sick, I lost any desire to

ever get drunk again. Since then I’ve only had the occasional glass of wine. Cigarettes,

however, held a strong allure. I first tried them when I was twelve years old and by fifteen I was

smoking regularly. I loved everything about the habit and remained a-pack-a-day nicotine

addict for twenty-three years. Even after the physical dangers of smoking were publicized, I put

it in a different category than hard liquor or illegal drugs. Surely cigarettes were less dangerous

than getting high on marijuana or cocaine, right? Nobody killed anybody driving while under

the influence of Marlboros, I rationalized. This was before studies came out about the dangers

of second-hand smoke.In the 1980s, while working at the Baldwin Council Against Drug Abuse

in Long Island, a community clinic that specialized in treating addictions, I told an alcoholic

patient he was relying on vodka to soothe himself so he could better function with his wife,

family, and in social situations. As I spoke, it occurred to me that I was describing myself. At

that point I saw that his dependency on a bottle of vodka in his liquor cabinet was in many

ways the same as my reliance on the reassuring presence of the pack of cigarettes in my shirt

pocket.I attempted to quit. I tried not smoking until 5:00 PM, but wound up going through my

whole daily pack in fewer hours. Next I cut back to half a pack a day, but then I felt agitated and

ran out at late hours to get more. I bought plastic cigarettes, chewed on straws, and sipped

seltzer every time I wanted a cigarette, but none of these were satisfying or successful. I had

no idea how difficult it would be to give up this crutch. Like many addicts, I kept trying to stop,

failing, and then, in frustration, returned full steam to my habit. Although I had always seen

myself as a sober and solid citizen, it was hard to admit that I was a substance abuser. I was

an addiction specialist who was an addict myself.One day I caught sight of myself reaching for

a pack of cigarettes and it struck me: I had been using nicotine as self-medication to take the

edge off my nervousness and anxiety, to maintain a level of calm throughout my workday, and

to feel more socially confident. There was something reassuring about carrying a pack and a

lighter that I reached for in times of stress. Just having my unfiltered Camels in my pocket, even

without sparking one up, calmed me in a way nothing else could. Breathing in smoke felt



satisfying and filling. I told my patients that “addicts depend on substances, not people,” but

somehow hadn’t seen how perfectly that described me.At the time, I was in a marriage that

lacked emotional closeness and intimacy—with a wife who also smoked. In retrospect, I was

strikingly closed off, selfish, and stuck in a lonely cycle of smoking hourly for self-soothing, with

nobody in my life to whom I could really open up. Because I was productive—working sixty

hours a week—I didn’t think I needed an addiction therapist or support group. Yet I could not

function well or feel normal without smoking. Cigarettes were moderating my anxiety and levels

of tension and helping me to focus. I was using them to celebrate, to give me confidence, to

help me cope, and to calm down. If I tried to stop or was even in a place where I was not

allowed to smoke for a few hours, I became anxious, restless, volatile, and preoccupied. This

was a huge problem that was altering my behavior and personality.In 1990, when I was thirty-

eight, I finally admitted that in many respects my cigarette smoking was as serious and harmful

as my mother’s alcoholism. Like her, I suffered from depression. Instead of dealing directly with

old feelings of distress and loneliness, I was reaching for an escape to keep the negative and

painful emotions at bay. That behavior only exacerbated my emptiness and encouraged more

escapist habits like eating poorly, not exercising, and being a workaholic. I had been in denial

about my dependency on a substance to function on a daily basis for two decades. Not wanting

to be a hypocrite, I knew that I had to conquer my compulsion. My patients who quit addictions

often said to me, “But it hurts.” Instead of trying to take away their discomfort, which I believe is

impossible, I counseled them to accept and even to enthusiastically embrace their suffering. It

was time to take my own advice.I realized I wouldn’t understand my patients, who I was, or

what was going on inside me by pushing my anxiety away with cigarettes. I had to let myself

suffer, figure out where it was coming from, and listen to what that pain was trying to tell me. I

leaned on an insightful Jungian psychologist and my Adelphi University graduate school

mentor, both of whom encouraged me to quit smoking and just let myself feel like hell for an

entire year. I needed to get to know what it was inside of me that I had been trying for most of

my life to avoid.Then, long after the physical cravings ceased, I analyzed the support cigarettes

had provided. The overwhelming emptiness, hunger, and sadness I finally allowed to surface

told me a story about myself that I had never known. It turned out that despite my graduate

degrees, professional success, marriage, and bravado, I had never really recovered from the

misery of being unloved and unwanted as a child. I had to listen and understand those

turbulent feelings I had been fearing and avoiding for so long, or I would never get over my

need for nicotine.Quitting smoking introduced me to the rough, intense, unruly, interior chaos

that I feared. Yet instead of aiming to feel better by trying to eradicate those complicated

emotions, I understood that I had to learn to live well alongside the agitation and discomfort

inside me.Interestingly, during these difficult twelve months, I came to understand that my

mother had felt unwanted by her parents, who had threatened to disown her if she didn’t give

up her dream of becoming an actress. She had acquiesced to the societal pressures of that era

by marrying young and having four children for the wrong reasons and felt stuck in a

demanding domestic world that bored her. Perhaps that was the reason she reached for the

bottle to cope daily, the way I had latched onto cigarettes.When the pain of my withdrawal

subsided, I was more energized, focused and clear-headed than I had ever been. I could

suddenly see that the cigarettes I had been dependent on for more than twenty years had

stunted my emotional growth, limited my connections to colleagues, and thwarted intimacy,

adversely affecting every area of my existence. Smoking had provided a convenient escape

from anxious or ugly emotions. Instead of using strength or creativity to solve my psychological

problems and growing wiser, I smoked away the hurt. I saw how counterproductive this had



been.Quitting cigarettes became a catalyst to making other major changes over the next few

years. I moved from the suburbs to New York City, launched an exciting private practice,

deepened my personal relationships, and learned to turn off my cell phone and preoccupations

with work in order to be more present with those I loved. I committed to an addiction-free,

conscious, and honest life that revolved around family, healing, and charity.My experiences

helped me form distinct theories on treating addictions, which I taught at Adelphi University,

where I completed my doctoral degree, and later at The Village Institute, a Manhattan training

clinic I founded in 1995 and expanded to Fayetteville, Arkansas, where I moved in 2005- The

method I developed involves an unorthodox blend of behavioral treatments, human

connections, and emotional exercises I have used to help thousands of addicts stop smoking,

overeating, playing unending video games, watching porn obsessively, sniffing cocaine,

drinking a bottle of Jack Daniels every day, and shooting heroin. I was fascinated to learn that

all of these very different compulsions—both hard and soft addictions—seem to come from the

same desire: to avoid internal darkness.During the twenty-five years I’ve now spent working

with addicts, I have been inexorably drawn to patients who seem compulsive, enraged,

unpredictable, depressed, in pain, and out of control. I can see the beauty in such extremes.

It’s the same reason I like white-water kayaking. From inside the kayak, the river always starts

out looking beautiful and serene. But it is much more violent than it first appears, and ruthless

to those who underestimate its strength. Experienced kayakers know that there is always a

point, as the kayak moves into the V-shaped rapids, where you cannot turn back or fight where

the water wants you to go. No matter how petrified you feel, you have to speed up and head

straight into what you fear most. Going forward faster is the only way to attain some element of

influence over what the river is about to do to you.Not long ago, while kayaking in Utah, I

almost died. Instead of heading into the rapids, I resisted the river’s flow. In a moment of terror,

I turned back to the shore, fighting the waves, trying to steer my kayak sideways toward the

bank of the river. Panicking, I struggled harder and harder against the current. Then I

remembered the fundamental rule every serious kayaker knows. If I fought against the angry

white water, I was going to lose. It was absolute; I had no choice. The river was so much

stronger than I was. So I stopped resisting. Instead I sped ahead right into the very thing that

terrified me, respecting the strength of the hard rapids and humbly hoping the river would

cooperate with me. Thankfully, after flipping my kayak upside down, it did. I was bruised and

broken, but because I finally submitted to the forces I could not control, despite how fearful I

felt, I survived.This seems an apt metaphor for addiction therapy. Addicts have to accept their

powerlessness over their habits. Instead of escaping or fighting or trying to swerve away from

what they feel, they must head straight into their emotional pain, which is what terrifies them

the most.I sometimes counter-intuitively tell patients beginning treatment, “Don’t trust your

instincts, they are always wrong.” That’s because addicts’ feelings, urges, and instincts will

always steer them away from turbulence and fear they don’t want to face and lead them back

to the habits that soothed them. Underlying every substance problem I have ever seen is deep

depression that feels unbearable. It is not, in fact, unbearable. But it feels like it is. Addicts are

often extremely sensitive, overwhelmed by big emotions that can’t be smoked, drunk, sniffed,

eaten, or gambled away.The minute they give up their compulsions, they feel raw, agonized,

and vulnerable. I warn people in early stages of recovery: You will feel like a burn victim who

has no skin. When you go outside, even the air will hurt. This oversensitivity is very common.

Thus the AA joke: “When a normal person gets a flat tire, he calls a mechanic. When a

recovering addict gets a flat tire, he calls the suicide hotline.”In Unhooked: How to Quit

Anything, I share my very personal story along with case studies of people who have battled



different addictions and won. I offer a simple, step-by-step program showing how you can quit

any addiction yourself, or help someone close to you get clean. I start by defining what an

addiction is, how it works, and how to tell if a habit is under control or becoming a dangerous

problem—if one is “abusing” instead of “using.” I chronicle why most addicts depend on

substances and not people, thus limiting all intimacy, and suggest places where one can find

healthy “core pillars” to lean on when giving up one’s unhealthy crutch. Since addicts use

substances and activities to regulate emotions, I suggest healthier, more direct, and honest

ways of dealing with difficult feelings.To complete this project, I collaborated with Manhattan

author Susan Shapiro, a former patient whom more than a decade ago I helped to quit alcohol

and marijuana as well as a twenty-seven-year, two-pack-a-day cigarette habit. To replace her

addictions, Susan immersed herself in her passion for writing and has since published seven

books, including two about her own experiences in recovery. Amazed at the seemingly-

miraculous way this addiction therapy enhanced every aspect of her life, she has been pushing

me for years to get all my theories, adages, and directives down in one place.In Unhooked we

do not offer false hope or slick promises that giving up a bad habit will be easy. It won’t be.

There is no magic wand or simple words that can substitute for feeling lousy for a little while.

The early stages of transformation can be uncomfortable, awkward, and scary. Many addicts

are at first ambivalent about whether it is worth embarking on the difficult journey to quit. That’s

okay. You can be ambivalent and still make a decision to stop.Nothing will be more worthwhile,

and not only for the reasons you’ve already heard about improving physical health. What many

people don’t realize is that substance abuse is often what keeps you from getting what you

want most in the world. Along with illuminating the insidious ways an addiction can hurt you

and offering steps to stop, Unhooked will also help you uncover what’s missing from your life

and figure out the positive goals and replacements you can reach for—and achieve—

instead.Remember, when you banish a toxic habit from your life, you are making room for

something beautiful to take its place.CHAPTER 1IS YOUR HABIT ADDICTIVE?: CAFFEINE,

WEB SURFING“Is it possible to be addicted to diet soda?” my co-author, Susan, asked me last

year.“Of course. It’s actually a common addiction,” I told her.Susan had lost her voice, and a

throat specialist treating her insisted she immediately cease and desist with all the soda she

was drinking—even the kind that was caffeine-free. It turned out that she had been consuming

ten cans of Diet Coke a day and had immense trouble quitting cold turkey. She couldn’t sleep

well, work, or concentrate without it.Susan’s personality was so addictive, she could get

hooked on carrot sticks. She’d already given up her long term dependency on cigarettes, as

well marijuana and alcohol. It’s very possible for old addictions to get worse or new habits to

pop up, even for a careful recovering addict. In this case, Susan hadn’t realized that along with

the caffeinated buzz she was relying on daily, she had also become dependent on the

chemicals and appetite-squelching effect the diet soda had on her for so many years. Not to

mention the soothing rituals of sipping unlimited amounts of the liquid under the illusion that

“calorie free” meant healthy. Having to stop yet another substance was more difficult than she

expected.“Just when you think you lost everything, you find out that you can always lose a little

more,” she joked, quoting a post-heart-attack Bob Dylan in Time Out of Mind.Many people

assume that an addict only refers to someone who uses hard drugs or excessive alcohol. Yet I

define an addiction as a compulsive reliance on any substance or activity that harms or deters

your ability to function in a major area of your life such as work, school, family, social, and

intimate relationships. Often, the substance is used to regulate emotional states that would

otherwise feel intolerable if one did not use. A compelling need or desire to use the substance

is also present in any addiction, often for no reason that is apparent to the user. Stopping the



substance or activity is painful and often seems frightening or impossible.Obviously a person

has to admit to having a problem he or she wants to fix before anything can change. No one

can assist someone who is not open to awareness and self-scrutiny So first ask yourself if you

are you ready to come out of denial about your eating, drinking, drug, sex, gambling, or

pornography problem. Just because you are not scoring crack in a back alley or chain-smoking

forty Marlboros a day does not mean that you do not have an addictive personality type that

will eventually gravitate toward damage or destruction. The mild-mannered, clean cut student

surfing the web for seven hours a day might be as unhappy, unstable, and lonely as the

alcoholic who drinks so much that he winds up arrested or in the hospital.In some ways the

alcoholic might actually be better off than the web surfer because his problem has become

obvious, visible, and unarguable. For those afflicted with serious drug habits, services and

withdrawal programs are readily available and sponsored by medical establishments, social

work clinics, and the government. Yet pretending everything is fine while masking depression

with a less overt kind of addiction can be as harmful to your body, soul, and psyche. Less

obvious addictions, such as eating, shopping, technology, and gambling disorders, are harder

to recognize and identify, and, therefore, individuals who have them are less likely to seek out

treatment.The first step to recovery and to recapturing your full life is to wake up emotionally

and examine yourself and your daily rituals in a new way. You can overuse or abuse almost

anything. An addiction is something that provides an escape, takes you out of yourself and

your day-to-day life, and allows you to get further away from the painful feelings and emotions

we would all prefer to avoid. An addiction works short-term but fails miserably long-term

because it winds up causing more problems than it solves. Here are the most common areas

of abuse that I have seen.Substances or Activities to Which You Can Easily Become

Addicted:1. Drinking alcohol, including hard liquor, beer, and wine2. Prescription drugs,

including antianxiety medication and painkillers3. Over-the-counter medications, such as

Sudafed, Tylenol, and even aspirin4. Illegal drugs, including crack, heroin, marijuana, hashish,

cocaine, downers, uppers, LSD, and mushrooms5. Nicotine, including smoking cigarettes and

cigars as well as chewing tobacco and even Nicorette gum or spray6. Pornography, whether it’s

seen live or in magazines, tapes, movies, television, or on the Internet7. Gambling, whether it’s

slot machines in Las Vegas, playing cards, weekly bingo games, or buying lottery tickets8.

Food, including dieting, overeating, anorexia, bulimia, binging, and comfort eating9. Exercise,

which is often associated with eating disorders10. Adventure sports or high-risk activities, such

as white-water rafting and bungee jumping11. Food and drinks that contain caffeine and other

chemicals, including coffee, tea, all kinds of sodas, and chocolate12. Technology, including

television, video games, computer use, email, instant messaging, surfing the web,

Facebooking, and tweeting13. Shopping, even if you can afford what you are buying14.

Working, even if you love your career and need the job to make a living15. Sex16. Tattoos and

body piercing17. Cutting yourself and other forms of self-mutilation18. Celebrity worship,

including being a groupie, writing fan letters, stalking, fantasies, and obsessions19. Cosmetic

improvements, including Botox, plastic surgery, hair dye, nail adornments, and makeovers20.

Luxury treatments, such as personal trainers, massages, and going to day spasTHE “HOW TO

TELL IF IT’S AN ADDICTION” TESTWhether it’s smoking, drinking, taking drugs, eating junk

food, exercising, having sex, gambling, playing video games, or viewing pornography, it’s often

hard to tell whether one’s own habit is healthy, okay in moderation, or a self-destructive

addiction that will only get worse. To find out, answer yes or no to the following forty questions.

If the answer is maybe or sometimes, count that as a yes.1. Does doing it lift you out of your

day-to-day boredom?2. Do you use it calm or soothe yourself?3. Do you feel empty without it?



4. If you go without it for a week, will you feel edgy, anxious, or bored?5. Does it hurt when you

stop?6. Is it hard to imagine going a long time without it?7. Have you ever done it to the point of

feeling ill or injuring yourself in any way?8. Has it caused you to do something you regretted

and wouldn’t have done otherwise?9. Does stopping cause physical symptoms such as

shaking, sweating, or exhaustion?10. Does it get in the way of your work, school, or primary

relationships?11. Has doing it caused you to flunk a test, drop a class, get reprimanded by a

superior, get fired, or otherwise get in the way of school or work?12. Has it ever ruined a

relationship with someone you cared about?13. Is doing it against the law?14. Is doing it

against your better judgment?15. Does stopping make you feel depressed, scared, angry, or

suicidal?16. Does doing it ever interfere with your romantic life?17. Would people in your world

be happier if you quit?18. Do your parents, mate, children, teachers, doctors, or best friend

think it’s a problem?19. Are you spending money on it on a regular basis?20. Are you going

into debt because of it?21. Does it affect your sleep?22. Would you rather do it than spend time

with your mate, family, or friends?23- Do you prefer to do it alone?24. Do you ever lie about it

or keep it a secret from others?25. Is getting or doing it an inconvenience to yourself or others?

26. Does it cause you to do irrational things, like spend rent money, go out at four in the

morning, or wind up in a dangerous neighborhood?27. When you do it, is a little not enough?

28. Does your need to do it seem unending?29- Does it impair your functioning at work, school,

home, or social events?30. Do you need to do it to feel okay at work, school, home, or social

events?31. Do you ever crave it when you’re not doing it?32. Do you need it regularly?33. Do

you have anxiety when people in your life bring it up or ask about your habit?34. Do other

family members have the same habit?35. Do you look forward to doing it?36. Have you tried to

stop and failed?37. Do you think it’s a problem?38. Do you think your life would be better if you

stopped doing it?39. Do you regret that you can’t stop?40. Does your brain tell you that you

would feel better if you quit?SCORING:If you have answered yes to more than five of these

questions, your habit is on the way to becoming an addiction. It is already starting to negatively

interfere with other areas of your life. The chances are that without treatment or intervention it

will get worse.When it came to diet soda, Susan answered yes to ten of the “How to Tell If It’s

an Addiction” questions. She admitted that along with her throat specialist, her gynecologist

and an oncologist she’d once seen had both warned her about negative effects of so much diet

soda. Her dentist couldn’t bleach her dark, soda-stained teeth. After a root canal, the

endodontist warned her that the ingredients in soda eroded tooth enamel, making emergency

procedures more likely. She decided it was time to bid diet soda adieu.Susan felt bereft and

uncomfortable for three months, shocked that such a legal, cheap, ubiquitous liquid had such a

hold on her. Now she drinks only water (which she sometimes sips through a straw in an empty

Diet Coke can) and tea, to which she was adding too much honey and subsequently also had

to quit. (It’s actually rare when an addict only has one addiction, something I discuss in depth in

a later chapter on avoiding the “substance shuffle.”)But the point here is that yes, one can get

addicted to pedestrian, strange, and seemingly innocuous substances and activities. The first

thing you need to do is become more conscious of your habits and make a decision that it’s

time to cut down or quit.Ways to Tell if Your Habit is Becoming an Addiction:1. TAKE

INVENTORY: Pay careful attention to all of your habits and activities. Are you sleeping through

the night? Are you feeling well rested, well fed, and in shape? Do you notice how much you are

eating, drinking, and spending? Is there any illegal or unethical dilemmas that are bothering

you (like drugs, debts, or infidelity)? Are there any recent changes you find troubling? If you

had to give up one substance or activity, what would it be?2. TRY TO QUIT COLD TURKEY: If

you are so positive that your drinking, smoking, eating, gambling, shopping, or penchant for a



little pornography is not really a big deal, then go one week without it—starting from when you

wake up tomorrow morning. If you find it easy to be clean for seven days straight, then maybe

you do not have an addiction. On the other hand, if you cannot get out of bed, or if you feel

depressed, angry, anxious, scared, paranoid, or edgy without using—or if you find yourself

really missing your substance—it is probably time to face your problem.3. FIGURE OUT WHAT

YOU ARE FEELING IN THE MOMENT YOU REACH FOR YOUR HABIT: The minute you

speak to your mother on the phone long distance, do you light up a cigarette? After leaving a

meeting with your boss, do you immediately reach for a donut? Does feeling nervous and

awkward at a party make you want a beer or glass of wine to chill out? See if there is a

correlation between uncomfortable emotions and your habits. Regulating your feelings by using

an activity or substance is rarely a healthy way to cope. It usually indicates that the substance

you are using is either an addiction or on its way to becoming an addiction and needs to be

seriously reconsidered.4. DO THE MATH: While some bad habits are free, most of them (like

cigarettes, alcohol, drugs, and gambling) can adversely affect your bank account quickly So

figure out exactly how much you are consuming and spending on your habit. Compare this to

what you earn and what you’d rather be purchasing.For example, Susan figured out she was

actually spending $10 a day on Diet Coke, which added up to $3,750 annually. She had been

drinking diet soda since she was thirteen years old. By switching to water, she could get her

voice back, be healthier, and save an awful lot of money.When she first came to see me in the

1990s, Susan was a two-pack-a-day smoker who also used marijuana regularly and drank at

bars and social events. She figured out that she was spending at least $3,000 a year on

cigarettes, $1,200 on pot, and $1,200 on drinks, which added up to $5,400. Her income was

$24,000 the previous year, so she was unknowingly spending almost one fourth of her salary

on her habits. She said she could not afford therapy ($125 a session at that point) or a

freelance editor for a book she wrote but had not been able to sell ($2,000). When she added it

all up, the solution seemed obvious. She decided to use both therapy and the freelance editor,

quit all three habits, and published three books the next year, tripling her income.5. ATTEND

ONE SESSION OF AN ADDICTION GROUP: Many studies have shown that involvement in

any addiction-recovery group correlates with higher chances of staying clean and sober. So

force yourself to go to one meeting for Alcoholics Anonymous, Narcotics, Gamblers, Debtors

Anonymous, Overeaters Anonymous, or Weight Watchers. You do not have to ever go back or

say anything out loud, but require yourself to sit through an entire meeting without making any

judgments. Afterwards, how do you feel? Have you recognized some of the stories that

members shared? Have you identified with anyone? You do not need to make a long-term

commitment to benefit from attending a group. They are mostly free or low cost so you have

nothing to lose (but your bad habit).6. ASK YOUR MEDICAL DOCTOR FOR DATA: If you

smoke or toke, find out how much damage you have already done to your lungs. If you drink,

ask your doctor what effect alcohol is having on your body. If your problem is food, your doctor

might be able to provide information on the medical consequences of obesity. If you have been

bulimic or anorexic, find out the potential consequences of purging or starving your body and

the statistics on how many people wind up hospitalized from food disorders every year. Getting

the full picture might scare you straight or at least into admitting that your self-destructive

actions could threaten your physical health.7. SEE AN ADDICTION PROFESSIONAL: Commit

to one talk-therapy appointment to discuss your concerns with a substance-abuse specialist,

counselor, local psychiatrist, psychologist, social worker, or sponsor who is familiar with

addictions. One appointment might cost you anywhere from $50 to $200, but it will be worth it

to step up and to find out if you have a problem before it ruins your marriage, bank account,



career, children, and life. An addiction specialist can walk you through all these steps and

suggest more extensive, idiosyncratic solutions that fit your personality, along with providing

emotional support. In my experience, people who are willing to go for therapy, as well as

regularly attending an addiction group, recover more often than anyone else.8. ASK PEOPLE

YOU TRUST: One at a time, approach friends, colleagues, doctors, or loved ones, tell them you

need their honest and discreet opinion on a private matter and ask, “Do you think the way that I

drink (or smoke, eat, exercise, gamble, shop) is a problem?” After you ask, you are not allowed

to speak. Just listen to their answer. If people who care about you express concern, chances

are this problem does not exist only in your imagination and should be addressed before it gets

worse.9. ASK A FORMER USER: Most addicts who have quit bad habits or are in an AA-type

group are very proud of having stopped. At a private moment, ask to speak to some such

person and confide that you were wondering if you might have issues with substance abuse.

He or she might recognize your symptoms or early warning signals and offer to share his or

her strategy or hard-earned wisdom.10. DOES IT INVOLVE SECRETS, DECEPTIONS, AND

LIES: There is a difference between overeating at a family dinner and sneaking junk food by

yourself at three in the morning. When you pig out alone on a continual basis, it might

somehow imply that you think what are you doing is bad or shameful. Whatever your habit is,

do you only do it when you are by yourself? Hiding or lying about it if someone asks could be

one mark that it’s become an addiction.CHAPTER 2WRITE TO FIND OUT WHAT YOU THINK:

ANOREXIA, SOCIAL FUNCTIONS & DYSFUNCTIONSCan you get addicted to church

functions? I learned the answer when Jean, who said she was “a church-going Catholic wife

and mother” came to see me about her anorexic daughter, Stacey. It seemed the whirlwind of

religious activity at the center of Jean’s life had left Stacey feeling so completely alone and

alienated that she had rejected all food.While treating patients with eating disorders in the past,

I learned that anorexia is a compulsive, harmful activity used for numbing and controlling

internal feelings, which fit my criteria for labeling it as an addiction. I agreed to meet

Stacey.There was only one problem. During my first four months of treatment with her, she did

not say one word to me the entire time.Stacey was a sixteen-year-old redheaded girl who, at

five foot three and seventy pounds, had been hospitalized numerous times and was fed

intravenously. She hadn’t menstruated in two years and her immune system was so frail that,

according to her doctor, even getting the flu could kill her. By the time she came to my

Arkansas office in the spring of 2009, Stacey was emaciated and on the verge of death. She

was living at home with her parents, who brought Stacey in to see me. Stacey agreed to

therapy simply because her parents had given her no choice. It was me or the hospital, which

she dreaded the most. However, once she came to my office, she just sat there mute, refusing

to speak.In our first session, I asked her parents to accompany her for the first ten minutes to

explain to me (and Stacey) their motivation for bringing her to see me. But after I asked her

mother and father to leave, Stacey still did not say one word. She sat with her head down,

numb and unresponsive. When she subsequently came in for solo appointments, she remained

quiet. As in total silence. Week after week. In thirty years of practice, this had never happened

to me before.Stacey looked so lost and expressionless I did not sense that she was playing a

game or trying to challenge me. It was as if she had no voice, no energy, no will to live. I had

felt hopeless and forlorn myself throughout my childhood, wishing somebody would have been

concerned or interested enough to fight through my shield of darkness. I had a teenage

daughter just a few years younger. What if my little girl was in that much pain? I desperately

wanted to reach Stacey. So each session, I would talk to her, nonstop.“Your parents said other

therapists and doctors in the past have failed you. I think it’s because they were obsessed with



your food issues, so I’m not going to focus on them. I’m not here to treat your anorexia. For

now, I’m here to treat your psyche and your soul, where the real problems are. Okay?” I asked,

pretending we were having a two-sided conversation. If someone had been watching the

scene, I’m sure my hour-long monologues filled with my exaggerated hand gestures,

unanswered questions, and personal stories about my own struggles might have looked

ridiculous. But I was committed to connecting with this girl. Based on my luck with previous

difficult cases, I felt that sharing my own troubled history would be a way to find her.During her

four months of silence, I told Stacey all about the shrinks who had treated and disappointed me

in the past, what I’d learned from these failures, and how I wanted to provide for my patients

the help that therapy had at first failed to give to me. I let her know that I could empathize with

the hopelessness and anguish I guessed she was feeling because I had a mother who never

loved me and had wished me dead. I related my belief that life could be brutal and unfair,

chronicling how my Battery Park City townhouse was severely damaged and taken away from

me in the World Trade Center attacks on 9/11 and how that led me to move my family to

Arkansas. Many therapists prefer a more reserved, blank-slate approach. I have no problem

sharing details of my personal life with patients if I believe it might help them.Although Stacey

did not respond with words, I could detect small movements in her eyebrows and changes in

the way her blue eyes followed me when I stood up to get a glass of water. Sometimes she’d

lean forward slightly and I could feel her engagement. Other times she would look away

distracted and I’d say “Uh oh, I’ve lost you.” Then she would turn back to me. I knew she was

listening, and I hoped I was slowly getting through.“It doesn’t matter if you don’t speak to me

for years. I will keep talking and cure you anyway,” I told her. “If you think not answering will

make me stop, you’re wrong. Because I’m never going to shut up or give up on you.”People in

my profession are often taught to ask questions instead of make statements, to sound neutral

instead of opinionated, to say things like, “Perhaps you might consider the possibility that …” I,

too, was trained to be accepting and nonjudgmental and never say anything to a patient that

sounds arrogant, provocative, or critical. But that’s not the kind of therapy that helped me, and

it’s not the kind of therapist I want to be. I cannot think of any other profession in which an

expert never criticizes, fears value judgments, won’t make strong statements, or offer concise

decisions. A professional with intelligence and personality in any other field is allowed and

expected to be firm and resolute. Imagine if you went to a surgeon who constantly equivocated

and was apprehensive about making a clear diagnosis or even share an opinion. Or you let a

fireman into your burning house who then hemmed and hawed, uncertain whether to run

upstairs or call for backup, asking “How do you feel about it?”Many addicts I’ve treated, like

Stacey, face life or death situations. Patients could die from starvation or an overdose or drive

drunk or take drugs in front of their children, causing all kinds of irrepairable damage to

themselves or their family. Often an addict’s instincts for self-preservation have stopped

functioning and, like Stacey, he needs to hear a voice powerful enough to combat an addictive

impulse. I believe that sometimes addicts feel safer, reassured, and in better hands with a

strong authority figure offering clear direction. Some people come to see me as a last resort

after all else has failed. They pay for my opinion and expertise. My goal is to provide immediate

assistance. I don’t mind going out on a limb, or being seen as overconfident or aggressive, if I

think doing so might save someone’s life.After four months, at our fifteenth session,

expounding on the deep despair I felt when I was Stacey’s age, I said, “I’m sure you don’t have

a clue what I’m talking about.”“Yes, I do,” she said quietly.I laughed and said, “Oh, she talks,”

trying to make light of it, not wanting her to feel self-conscious. She smiled. After that, she

talked more and more. Only then did I shut up and listen.Gradually Stacey spoke of her deep



depression and despair. She was sure she did not deserve to exist. She felt unheard and

unseen. Nobody knew her. She said she was cold, numb, lost in herself. She loved school; it

was the only thing that mattered to her. But she felt the compulsion to get perfect grades and

had no real friends there. She said she was all alone in the world; even God had forsaken her.

She was sure she would never belong. She felt guilty, ugly, and bad, and believed that the

smaller she was and the less space she took up, the less offensive she would be to God and

the universe.I asked Stacey to start a journal about what she was feeling so she could continue

our intimate dialogue outside of our sessions. It was much easier for her to write her emotions

than to speak about them. After a few more months, she started emailing me poetic pages that

she had typed into her laptop. About a trip with her mother to the mountains, she wrote: “As my

exhausted eyes scanned the coming winter-time … these shadows of hills and comfortless sky

shoved its heavy body against mine as a reminder of the absurd futility of hoping … I had no

idea what the future held, as I had hoped to die before then …”Stacey had not yet been able to

verbalize to me that she was suicidal or say the words “I hoped to die.” Sending me this

passage to read was a breakthrough. By letting me know, she was helping me to help her. It

gave me hope she would not die. I was relieved. Stacey said she’d never admitted any of this to

anyone before—even herself. Her journal allowed us both to better understand her fragility and

how much work we still had to do. I began printing out some of the pages and asked her to

read them aloud to me in sessions so we could both hear the words coming from her. At first

she shook her head, no. I had to push and cajole her to do so. “Come on, please. I really want

to hear you read it.” Finally she acquiesced. Her voice was small, hesitant, self-conscious, afraid

—as if she had no right to put her presence into the world with speech.I was fascinated by the

way Stacey now described her feelings during all of our sessions when she had been mute: “I

have been betrayed by doctors and therapists who treated me by the book rather than as a

human. I felt like a problem to be fixed, like someone not fully under the effect of anesthesia,

unable to speak, yet still able to feel the knife … The beginning with Dr. Woolverton was the

same as with all therapists. But he didn’t probe me the way the others had … He kept talking

about himself. He made me feel connected … Despite my silence, he remained convinced in

his ability to help me … I disregarded my reservations and decided I would do whatever he

asked. If life proved to be too much I could always kill myself. I took a leap of faith and trusted

him.”I was grateful she did. But I also knew the limitations of trying to help a patient one hour

once a week. Stacey’s survival depended on expanding her trust to others who could be there

for her around the clock. A recurring theme in her sessions and her journal was that her mother

didn’t get her or see her or love her. Although Stacey knew I met with both of her parents

periodically to discuss her life-threatening condition, after two more months, I suggested

working with Stacey and her mother together. Stacey said no, it was pointless since she had no

hope that her mom could ever understand her. But she agreed to let me treat her mother alone;

Stacey seemed neutral about it and showed no discomfort. When I asked further, she said it

was hopeless, but gave me her permission, saying, “Good luck.” She was totally alienated from

her mother. Her attitude was, “Sure, see what you can do with her.”
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Ebook Tops Reader, “Discovering my addictions.. I knew nothing about Susan Shapiro when I

bought this book. The title, subject matter (and price to be honest) lead me to putting this into

my cart. From time to time I buy books like this. I call it buying "blind". Here's one way of

reviewing it - I bought all her other titles after I read it. Sometimes an author's style just

connects with you and her style did just that. This is a book about addiction therapy. It is about

one therapist's career and his treatment techniques. Shapiro helped write it. The book goes

down easily but the thoughts raised do not. Rarely do you read a book like this where the

therapist tells you that your journey will be hard. In fact he suggests that is if it not hard you

might not be doing it right. All addictions carry with them some hidden agenda. The way to win

is to figure out what drives the addition. The main therapy recommended here is writing your

feelings down. That and a healthy dose of reality therapy in the guise of professional help

through personal therapy or group therapy like AA and Weight Watchers. I appreciated the way

all addictions were portrayed as potentially harmful. Just because someone is not doing

dangerous things like drinking or drugging does mean they are healthy. Spending too much

money is harmful (if you don't have it so spend). Spending too much time on-line, on your

phone, on social media sites and the like are also problems (or can be is they impede your real

life relationships). I will not review Shapiro's other books here, I will tackle those in the

appropriate sections, but I will say that even though I am a "normal" middle aged man I learned

a great deal from this book. I will be reading again very soon with a journal close at hand to

start unpacking whatever I need to unpack. I just hope I do not discover that my addition is to

finding great books like this while searching Amazon.com.”

Urban Irish, “Extraordinary book. What makes this book so readable is that the examples of

people are so interesting, so real world you know you've met these people at the bar, the

church pew or the addiction clinic. You ache for their pain and cheer for their recovery. The

combo of Susan Shaprio, an accomplished writer and therapy junkie, with Dr. Frederick

Woolverton, a direct and compassionate substance abuse therapist is simply dynamic. With

the help of this book and 12 Step organizations I've stayed off alcohol for six months. I get that



I'm loveable and capable without altering my brain. Buy it, this book is life changing.”

Theresa A. Delaney, “HOOKED on UNHOOKED!!!!. I thoroughly received more help and

advice in the two days of reading this book than I can even remember! The stories told are

what you may see in yourself; maybe not as intense but you're there - we are all there at some

point. Dr. Woolverton and Susan Shapiro inspire and enlighten the reader to better inspire and

enlighten themselves. There's a way out - always a way out if you just take a breath, take a

minute, take the time - for you! Yeah, the hard work is going to be exactly that - hard - but that

light at the end of the tunnel is worth digging through and you will get there! I can't

recommend it enough - the truth, the honesty - it will make room for happiness and health that

you may have thought were gone! If you need to quit something, do yourself a favor - read this

book! :)”

Susan Leigh Kantar, “READ THIS BOOK! IT'S THOUGHT-PROVOKING, MOVING,

INTELLIGENT AND HELPFUL.. This book was amazing! I cannot express how happy I am that

I bought it. Susan Shapiro and Dr. Frederick Woolverton masterfully discuss addiction and all

that accompany it. "Unhooked" is a straightforward, no-nonsense approach to admitting to an

addiction and then taking the proper steps to recovery.The story of anorexia hit home

personally. I thought I understood my own sickness and recovery, but after reading

"Unhooked," I feel I understand it even better.I absolutely recommend this book!!!”

D. Buelow, “He knew my feelings as a youth. I purchased this book three years ago. I read the

Introduction - the pain I felt made it put it down like a hot coal. "If only" I had this knowledge, or

my therapist had it, over 40 years ago.Picked it up again a few weeks ago. Would like to go out

at least with a better understanding of myself. Struggle to get through a chapter, or more, a

day.This is a powerful and helpful book. Especially the advise to go outside yourself for help.H”

Lawrence E. Forbes, “Gripping Meditation on Addiction and Treatment. I'm a big fan of Susan

Shapiro's work ("Only as Good as Your Word," "Five Men Who Broke My Heart," "Speed

Shrinking"), so I jumped at the chance to read "Unhooked" and learn a bit about the shrink who

helped inspire her. I was not disappointed. The book--part memoir, part collection of case

studies--plumbs the wily disease known as addiction. Dr. Woolverton's unconventional

approach to therapy is an effective one--and the clear remedy for addicts in the type of crises

listed in "Unhooked." I loved it so much, I've given copies to friends struggling with life and

other vices. (They're not getting the my copy Kindle, though.)”

Petra, “Five Stars. Good advice, trick is getting unhooked but makes interesting reading with

new ideas”

CATHERINE SHOEBRIDGE, “Unhooked. Excellent instructions for rug hooking”

Sudhir shetty, “Four Stars. Insightful”

The book by Antonio Bernal Aragó has a rating of 5 out of 4.1. 100 people have provided

feedback.
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